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I’ve always loved the Christmas carol that Pete sang so beautifully, In the Bleak 
Midwinter.  But it has always baffled me – particularly the part that says that “snow 
was falling… snow on snow.”  I remember singing it as a small child, asking myself 
just how it was that snow falling on Christmas Eve in Bethlehem squared with the 
drawings in my children’s Bible of Joseph and a pregnant Mary walking under the 
palm trees on their journey to Bethlehem.  But at that age, I just figured that the 
people who wrote Christmas carols knew what they were talking about – that snow 
was falling in Bethlehem – and left it at that. 

We don’t really know what time of year Jesus was born, and, yes, I do know now 
that even if it were in midwinter in that Mediterranean climate, the snow likely was 
not falling on the stable in Bethlehem.  I’m not quite sure at what age I realized 
that the poet Christina Rossetti was not in fact giving us a weather report, but a 
revealing parable of nature and human nature.   

Jesus was indeed born in the “bleak midwinter” of humanity, to those whose 
hearts “stood hard as iron:” people who were unprepared and mostly unwilling to 
welcome him.  And throughout Jesus’ life and ministry the earth failed to thaw, and 
the snow continued to fall until the people (who seemed to like the cold) finally 
decided to get rid of him by nailing him to a tree.  But the coming of spring was 
announced by some disciples who awoke early one morning to find an empty 
tomb. 

John tells about Jesus’ welcome quite pointedly.  “He was in the world, and though 
the world was made through him, the world did not recognize him.  He came to 
that which was his own, but his own did not receive him.” (John 1:10-11)  

In Luke’s account of the nativity, he sets the stage for the world’s response to 
Jesus in words we’ve all known by heart since we were children.  Mary, he tells us, 
wrapped Jesus in strips of cloth and put him in a manger, a trough from which 
animals ate, “because there was no room for them in the inn.”  (Luke 2:7) No 
room.  Imagine that. No place in the world for God. 

Now, lest we condemn the innkeeper too severely, we should consider that 
Joseph no doubt had relatives who lived in Bethlehem.  You remember, according 
to the decree of Caesar Augustus, everyone was to return to his own town for the 
census.  So, from Mary and Joseph’s appearing at the door of the inn we can 
speculate that even family couldn’t or wouldn’t find a way to help these two people 
who were obviously in need. 
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Anyway, Mary and Joseph had arrived there late.  The innkeeper couldn’t be 
blamed for that, could he?  This was a crazy time in Bethlehem, with whole 
families coming from hundreds of miles away.  People were arriving, one right 
after another, all day.  One person after another came, and staked a claim, and 
eventually, all the space was gone.  What could the innkeeper do?     

We might wonder if things would have been different if Mary and Joseph had been 
rich and powerful people.  I remember an old joke about a young man confronting 
a hotel clerk, being told pointedly that the hotel was full.  The young man asked, 
“What would you do if the President showed up?”  The clerk replied, with his nose 
in the air that, in that case, he thought they’d manage to find something.  “Well,” 
the young man said, “The President is not coming.  Can I have his room?”  It’s 
funny, but it’s on the mark.  We do make room for things that are important, and 
I’m sure this particular innkeeper was no exception. 

But how could the innkeeper have been expected to know it was important to give 
Mary and Joseph shelter?  If he’d understood the situation, no doubt he would 
have found something.  How could he know that the child that Mary carried in her 
womb was God?  They didn’t look important. 

You see, I think we all want to cut the innkeeper some slack here.  I suspect that’s 
because when we read the words, “no room,” at some level in our consciousness 
lurks the inescapable parallel between the inn at Bethlehem and our own lives.  
Our lives and our hearts are so full, so very full, with our jobs, our families, our 
activities – with ourselves.  Just like guests arriving at an inn, one worldly thing 
after another shows up and stakes out a claim on our lives, and before you know 
it, all the space is full!  But God keeps appearing at the door anyway, often 
disguised as people who are ill, broken, in trouble, and in need.  How can we be 
expected to find room? 

My wife, Gillian, and I had an object lesson in “finding room” that happened years 
ago, as we were preparing for Christmas.  Our daughter, Sara, was nearly four, 
and our son, Austin, six.  Now, back in the days when our children were very 
young, our family always loved to playact.  This was in the time before the kids 
grew up, and Gillian and I, and the activities we suggested, became embarrassing 
for them.  Choosing roles and acting out all kinds of stories was something Gillian 
and I started doing as a way of teaching lessons to our children, but on this 
particular evening, it taught us one instead.   

One night, after reading the story of the Nativity together, we had all decided that it 
would be fun to act it out.  Gillian was Mary who was great with child.  The child 
was capably played by one of the pillows from the couch.  Gillian, and I as Joseph, 
approached the corner of the living room that served as the inn.  There we were 
met by the innkeeper, Austin, and his wife, Sara.  Innkeeper Austin played his part 
with relish, and immediately informed us in no uncertain terms that all the beds in 
the inn were taken. 
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Innkeeper’s wife Sara looked perplexed for a second, unsure of her part in the 
play.  But her face brightened as she said suddenly, “You can have my bed.”  
When Gillian and I did not respond, Austin stuck to the script and insisted even 
more emphatically that there was no room.  Sara continued undeterred, apparently 
believing that we simply hadn’t heard her. “Yes,” she insisted, “Really. Take my 
bed. It’s right here.”   

Gillian and I still stood silently, each of us trying to decide how to respond.  This 
was something we hadn’t expected.  Despite our having just read the story, Sara 
at age three clearly couldn’t understand why anyone wouldn’t offer a bed to 
someone who clearly needed one. I honestly don’t remember whether it was 
Gillian or I who first managed to swallow the lump that had formed in our throat, 
thank Sara, and explain to her that, just for this story, we would pretend that 
nobody wanted to offer Mary and Joseph a place to stay. 

How profoundly different the story of our Lord’s humble birth might have been if 
Mary and Joseph had been greeted first by the innkeeper’s children!  As I think 
about Sara’s response, I realize that the lump in my throat was partly from 
sadness. It was for the passing of that innocent time in my own life before I 
“learned” that other people, particularly strangers, are to be viewed with suspicion.  
It was sadness for the time before I succumbed to the modern cynicism that says 
that people who claim to be in need are really just trying to take advantage of you.   

Sara taught us something about “making room” for Jesus that night.  Imagine the 
extraordinary gift that we as individuals and as a community of faith could give to 
the world if each of us could resolve to make some room for just a little of that 
childhood innocence.  If we could just thaw a little.  If we could somehow get back 
some of the pure, untainted, authentic sense of charity whose spontaneous 
response to someone in need is: “Yes. Really. Take my bed. It’s right here….” 

It’s worth a try.  Maybe, whether we knew it or not, it’s what we came here tonight 
searching for. 

 


